


ALMATY – APPLE CITY

Located in heart of Asia, at the foot
of Tian Shan mountains, modern and
hospitable Almaty is a great emerging
destination for your MICE event.
Being the largest city in Kazakhstan it
has combined in itself the heritage of
Great Silk road and mixture of
European and Russian tradition
influence.
The most green city in Kazakhstan is
surrounded with mountains of Zailiysky
Ala Tau, which created a special
microclimate here — with quite hot
summer, snowly winter, very
comfortable and colourful spring
and autumn.



DAY 1:
Arrival at Airport in Almaty
Transfer with a Turkish speaking guide to the 
hotel
Check-in 5* Rixos Almaty hotel
Time at leisure
City tour with lunch at the S.N.e.G restaurant at 
an altitude of 2850  m
Photo session with falcon and batyrs during the 
lunch

Traditional welcome dinner and show at the 
Zhaylau restaurant

DAY 2:
Buffet breakfast at the hotel 
Morning activities:
• Golf lesson
• Leadership or emotional intelligence 

training at Chamberlain horse club
Lunch at Vera and Vake
After lunch suggestion:
• Visit to Kasteev Art  museum

Steak Dinner at the Ziyafet restaurant

DAY 3:
Buffet breakfast at the hotel
Choice of full day activities with lunch:
• Visit to Charyn Canion
• Teambuilding at the Ethno village Gunny with 
master classes in cooking national dishes, 
leather goods, archery, pottery.

Gala dinner suggestions:
Circus Hall
Farewell dancing party and dinner at
restobar Petroleum
Restaurant Inzhu

DAY 4:
Buffet breakfast at the hotel 
Transfer to the airport

SAMPLE PROGRAM 4 DAYS 3 NIGHTS
MAY- OCTOBER (80 GUESTS)



R I X O S    A L M A T Y

The Hotel is located in the heart
of the city of Almaty. Rixos
Almaty is combination of comfort,
high level of service and tradition
hospitality.



The Hotel has 236 elegantly furnished rooms.

RESTAURANTS AND BARS

Brasserie restaurant, serves buffet breakfasts
and a-la-carte menu during the day. During
late spring - autumn period, the restaurant
offers tables on the terrace.

SPA

The hotel’s SPA center is set on an area of
2,200 m2, where guests can find: massage
and treatment rooms, beauty salon, fitness
center, indoor swimming pool, a Turkish bath
and a sauna.

ROOMS AND SUITES



During the city tour of Almaty you will get acquainted
with history and development of the “City of Apples”.
The name "Almaty" comes from the Kazakh word for
apple – “alma”.
Also, you will go to the area of outdoor skating rink
Medeu which is located at the altitude of 1691 meters
above sea level in a mountain valley. It is famous for
beautiful location and also it's a distinction as the highest
Olympic-sized skating rink in the world.
The tour will continue by cable cars to the Shymbulak
which is the largest ski resort in Central Asia. It is popular
for its mild climate, large quantity of sunny days and
great amount of snow through the winter from
November till mid of May. Located at the level up to
3200 meters above the sea. It gives the possibility to
enjoy the beauty of nature and get sweeping away
feeling of it.
You will see the main attractions of the southern capital
of Kazakhstan : Central state museum of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Residence of the President, Area of the
Republic and Monument of independence, Central
Mosque, Palace of Republic.

DAY 1. CITY TOUR WITH VISITING THE
MOUNTAIN VICINITY



The S.N.e.G restaurant – Solntse, Nebo e
Gora is surrounded by the majestic
mountain ranges of the Trans-Ili Alatau at an
altitude of 2850 at sea level. It is a unique
venue for alfresco event . You can hardly
find any similar venue with such an
extraordinary panorama of sky and
mountain vista combination.
The terrace of the restaurant can be used
both just for the lunch or for the special gala
theme event.

The interior of the restaurant is decorated
with natural materials - wood, felt and iron.

This place of power will not leave indifferent
any guest.

LUNCH AT RESTAURANT S.N.e.G



TRADITIONAL WELCOME 
DINNER AND SHOW AT THE 
ZHAYLAU RESTAURANT

Ethno restaurant "Zhailau" is the
place where guests can try delicious
dishes of Kazakh and Oriental cuisine.
The halls are decorated in the
national Kazakh style.



KAZAKH TRADITIONAL
DANCE
Dance expresses saturated Kazak
culture, speed nomadic life
cheerfulness.



KAZAKH	DANCE	ON	STILLS	
"AKKU	– KYZDAR"



The total area of eighteen golf courses of the Zhailjau
Golf Resort is 82 hectares. The 18-hole golf course is
recognized as one of the best within the territory of
the CIS-countries; moreover, the Golf Resort is
included in the catalogue of the world’s best Golf
Resorts, because its golf courses, which meet all the
championship golf course standards, have been
designed, developed and constructed by Palmer
Course Design Co; the Zhailjau Golf Resort is proud of
the fact that it bears a style of the world’s golf legend
Arnold Palmer.

DAY 2. MORNING ACTIVITIES OF PLAYING 
GOLF AT ZHAILJAU RESORT

Whether you’re an advanced golfer or a
complete beginner, our coach team will make
sure that everyone in the group thoroughly
enjoys their playing experience. 1 coach
team is dedicated for 12-15 participants.



Chamberlain Country Club is a beautiful, unique
place, located at the foot of the Trans-Ili Alatau
Mountains, where you will be able to see happy,
free animals and peaceful nature.

A lot of attention at Chamberlain goes to
humane attitudes towards animals. Professionals
at the club look into horse maintenance with
much detail and care. The horses live in the best
conditions for them, spending most of the day
outside in the special paddocking system called
“Paddock Paradise”, which allows them live a
healthy, balanced and social life.

Within our Country Club, there is a Chamberlain
Education Centre, a Centre of personal growth
and development, which provides business and
personal education with the help of horses. It is a
licensed partner and official representative of the
German company G&K HorseDream GMBH in
Kazakhstan.

ANOTHER MORNING OPTION:  TRAINING 
WITH HORSES: COACHING, EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE AND LEADERSHIP AT THE 
CHAMBERLAIN COUNTRY CLUB. 



ENJOY TASTY GEORGIAN CUISINE 
DURING LUNCH AT 
VERA AND VAKE

The interior of the restaurant creates
an atmosphere of comfort and home
hospitality.
The restaurant offers delicious,
aromatic and nourishing Khachapuri,
Khinkali, Pkhali, Lobio, Dolma. Guests
will find all the variety of Caucasian
cuisine here.

Transfer time from the golf club is
about 20 minutes



The State Museum of Art is the largest art museum in
Kazakhstan . The rich and diverse collection consists of
23 thousand art objects. The depositories are divided
according to storage: paintings by old masters, old
Russian art (icons), paintings of Kazakhstan. Graphics,
jewelry, leather, weaving, felt, tapestry, contemporary
decorative and applied arts, the orient collection and
sculptures.
Kazakhstan has had a robust art scene since the 19th
century. Russia’s famed artists Vasily Vereshchagin and
Nikolai Khludov, who were traveling through Central
Asia during that era, had a particular impact on the
formation of Kazakhstani schools of painting.
But a real breakthrough was made in the 1950s, when
local graphic artists and sculptors began using national
motifs in their artworks.
Today the museum becomes the center of attraction of
the new cultural initiatives. On the regular basis it
organizes solo exhibitions of the artists of Kazakhstan as
well as foreign artists’ exhibitions and private
collections.

GUIDED TOUR OF THE KASTEEV ART MUSEUM



Ziyafet is one of the Top city restaurants for
steak lovers. The unique key ingredient is
dry and wet aged meat, bull extracts with a
28 days maturation period.

It is conveniently located in the city center
right nearby the Republic Square. It has 2
floors of the building with a cozy and
beautiful modern design.
Comfortable for groups up to 80 guests.
During the summer period group or small
companies can be also seated at the
terrace area with a maximum capacity of
up to 55 guests.

STEAK DINNER AT THE ZIYAFET 
RESTAURANT



Charyn Canyon is a real natural
wonder located 200 km from Almaty.
It is the place of attraction for the
visitors from all over the world.
The unforgettable impressions and
and thrilling emotions from visit to
this place will add a wow effect to
any incentive program.
The length of canyon is 154 km, and
its age is about 12 million years.
Steep height of canyon rocks reaches
300 m. The Valley of Castles is one
of the most beautiful canyon gorges

DAY 3. FULL DAY TOUR TO THE 
CHARYN CANYON WITH LUNCH



NOMAD GAMES AND SHOW, 
MASTER CLASSES AT THE ETHNO 
VILLAGE

Ethno village "Gunny" located in the beautifull
place natural zone "New Stone Gorge", in the city
Talgar (40 km from Almaty city).
Guests have the opportunity to plunge into life of
nomads, to learn about customs of the Kazakh
people, to try dishes of the ethnic cuisine. Also to
take part in national games, masterclasses.
Lunch with traditional menu will be arranged
both inside the yurts and at the open air.

SHOW PROGRAM

Kazakh steppe is rich in customs and traditions,
some of which will be presented for our guests as
show program.
The program stars with the ceremony of meeting
guests - "Shashu". Kazakhs believe that selected
sweets from the ground during the custom bring
luck. “



GALA DINNER AT CIRCUS HALL

The venue is located at the foot of the
mountains of the Zalisky Alatau.
Transfer time from the hotel is about
20 minutes.



DOMBRA	SONG

The light show which choreographi
c discloses all versatility of the mus
ical instrument Dombra.



LIGHT	SHOW	"PATCHES	OF	
LIGHT"
Drawing by light of patterns and
color abstractions which give the
visual effect comparable with
optical illusion



FAREWELL DANCING PARTY 
AND DINNER AT
RESTOBAR PETROLEUM

Rastobar Petroleum is located in the
center of Almaty.
Transfer time from the hotel is
about 15 minutes.
The main room provides an
opportunity to seat up to 150 people.



GALA DINNWR AT INZHU
RESTAURANT

Restaurant Inzhu is located at 1130
meters above sea level on the
mountain Kok-Tobe



Inzhu is a gourmet restaurant, with
accent on the best and the season
ingredients.
The chef will delight the taste of the
gastronomy connoisseurs.
The restaurant specializes in
European and Oriental cuisines.
Original recipes, exquisite author's
presentation, unusual taste
combinations and impressive
interior make this restaurant a place
to be recommended for individual
guests and group events.



«ПАРК ПРИКЛЮЧЕНИЙ» веревочный аттракцион – один из
крупнейших объектов не только в Казахстане, но и во всей
Центральной Азии, с суммарной протяженностью
маршрутов более двух километров и одиннадцатью
маршрутами.
Аттракцион «СУПЕР-ТРОЛЛЕЙ» - это скоростной спуск на
специальном ролике по наклонно натянутому тросу длиной
560 метров на высоте 110 метров над землей с одного края
ущелья до другого.
Парк Скалолазный предлагает 16 маршрутов от 18 до 60
метров на естественном рельефе, которые обрадованы
металлическими тросами и канатами, помогающими
преодолевать маршруты с большей скоростью и меньшими
затратами энергии.
Пейнтбол парк в «Oi-Qaragai Lesnaya Skazka» — это
красивейшие природные ландшафты, надежная
экипировка и яркие краски. В игре используются
пневматические маркеры, стреляющие хрупкими
желатиновыми шариками, наполненными водно-
растворимой краской.
Конный поход – это особенная возможность ощутить
единство с послушным, умным созданием, другом
человека.

АКТИВНОСТИ

For the group and FIT logistics
arrangement we use only licensed
reliable suppliers with the modern
fleets.
Comfortable transport and
professional drivers are the key factors
to the program success and risk
mitigation.
Our authorized suppliers and
knowledgeable staff will make your
guests experience smooth and
enjoyable.

Vehicles:
Setra, Neoplan, Hyundai County and
minibus Mercedes Sprinter, capacity
from 7 to 55 passengers, executive
cars.

We also provide service and options
for branding of transportation.

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES


